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the ssds random read and write speeds are 586mb/sec and 648mb/sec, respectively. crucial x8, in
contrast, scores higher numbers at 559mb/sec and 588mb/sec, respectively. as with the rest of its
predecessors, the sandisk extreme portable ssd comes with a 2-year warranty. it retails for $99.99
and can be purchased at retail stores online or through amazon.com performance-wise, the sandisk

extreme portable ssd does not disappoint. it offers 250mbps of sequential read speeds and 220mbps
of sequential write speeds. it only scores 208k iops, but still does well when compared to other drives
in its class. if youre interested in a portable ssd, the sandisk extreme portable ssd is a good choice,

and priced right. its available online at www.sandisk.com
https://www.com/products/hard_disc_drives/sandisk_extreme_portable_ssd/index.htm how does it
perform in real-world usage? we completed a few tests to determine whether the sandisk extreme
portable ssd would hold up under real-world use. to put its performance to the test, we created two
folders and used them as benchmarks, a folder of movies and a folder of songs. we then took a look

at how much time it took for each folder to fill with data and completed the test. it took around 9
minutes for the movie folder to completely fill with data, and about the same amount of time for the

song folder. in total, the x8 took just over 20 minutes to complete our test. in comparison, the
sandisk extreme portable ssd completed the test in just over 9 minutes.
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this version of sandisk extreme portable ssd ssd can operate with voltages from 12 to 24 volts. it comes
with a usb plug and an ac adapter. this means that you can easily recharge it anywhere you go, whether
it be in your home or office, or your car. the sandisk extreme portable ssd's performance had no effect on
our system in our tests. it did however, increase the responsiveness of our hard drives, which are often a
bottleneck for usb flash drives. with a usb 3.0 interface, you can get a whopping 480mb/s read speed and

a whopping 530mb/s read speed. sandisk extreme portable ssd also comes with built-in software that's
compatible with windows 8. the software can handle windows xp to windows 8. the read/write speeds and

wear-leveling will also be included with the sandisk extreme portable ssd. to accommodate the usb 3.0
interface, the sandisk extreme portable ssd includes a usb type-c adapter cable that supports power and
data transfers to a usb type-c port on your computer. there is also an ac adapter which converts power
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from the wall (12 - 24 volts) to power the sandisk extreme portable ssd. the sandisk extreme portable ssd
is available in two colors: red and silver, and has a hardware encryption feature that's equivalent to the
sandisk connect. this also means that you can encrypt any folders on your sandisk extreme portable ssd

to protect your data and it can even be used with a sandisk connect smart card for added security. a
quick-fit usb 3.0 flash drive cover (not included) is available for those not wanting their drive to be seen.
its convenient, even though the face of the sandisk extreme portable ssd is flush with its body. a slot for

a smart card is also included. 5ec8ef588b
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